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**SEMESTER-I**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Name of the Subject</th>
<th>Periods/Week</th>
<th>Max. Marks</th>
<th>Total</th>
<th>Credits</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MTIE-1.1</td>
<td>Advanced Transducers and Measurement Technique</td>
<td>3 -</td>
<td>70 30</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MTIE-1.2</td>
<td>Digital Signal Processing</td>
<td>3 -</td>
<td>70 30</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MTIE-1.3</td>
<td>Elective I</td>
<td>3 -</td>
<td>70 30</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MTIE-1.4</td>
<td>Elective II</td>
<td>3 -</td>
<td>70 30</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MTIE-1.5</td>
<td>Research Methodology &amp; IPR</td>
<td>3 -</td>
<td>70 30</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MTIE-1.6</td>
<td>Audit Course</td>
<td>3 -</td>
<td>70 30</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MTIE-1.7</td>
<td>Industrial Instrumentation Lab</td>
<td>- 3 -</td>
<td>100 100</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MTIE-1.8</td>
<td>Microprocessors Lab</td>
<td>- 3 -</td>
<td>100 100</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td>18 06 420 380</td>
<td>800 18</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Code</td>
<td>Name of the Subject</td>
<td>Periods/Week</td>
<td>Max. Marks</td>
<td>Total Credits</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>--------------</td>
<td>------------</td>
<td>---------------</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MTIE-2.1</td>
<td>Microcontrollers and Embedded Systems</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>70 30</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MTIE-2.2</td>
<td>Virtual Instrumentation</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>70 30</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MTIE-2.3</td>
<td>Elective – III&lt;br&gt;a) Industrial Communication Systems&lt;br&gt;b) Robotics and Automation&lt;br&gt;c) Power Plant Instrumentation</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>100</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MTIE-2.4</td>
<td>Elective – IV&lt;br&gt;a) Advanced Sensors&lt;br&gt;b) Piping and Instrumentation&lt;br&gt;c) Steel Plant Instrumentation</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>70 30</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MTIE-2.5</td>
<td>Audit Course</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>70 30</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MTIE-2.6</td>
<td>Process Control Lab</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MTIE-2.7</td>
<td>Virtual Instrumentation Lab</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MTIE-2.8</td>
<td>Mini Project With Seminar</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Total</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>350 450 800</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### SEMESTER-III

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Name of the Subject</th>
<th>Periods/Week</th>
<th>Max. Marks</th>
<th>Total Credits</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Theory</td>
<td>Lab</td>
<td>Ext.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MTIE-3.1</td>
<td>Elective V</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>a) Fiber Optics and Laser Instrumentation</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>b) Fuzzy Logic and Neural Networks and Control /</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Environmental Analysis Instrumentation</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MTIE-3.2</td>
<td>Open Elective VLSI Design</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MTIE-3.3</td>
<td>Dissertation- I / Industrial Project</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td></td>
<td>6</td>
<td>140</td>
<td>160</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### SEMESTER-IV

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Name of the Subject</th>
<th>Periods/Week</th>
<th>Max. Marks</th>
<th>Total Credits</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Theory</td>
<td>Lab</td>
<td>Ext.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MTIE-4.1</td>
<td>Dissertation- II</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>70</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Note:**

1. At the end of 3rd semester project review is conducted by HOD with the committee consisting of the HOD, Chair Person of BOS and the Guide. In the Affiliated Colleges, Project (Preliminary) will be evaluated by concerned HOD and the thesis Guide of their respective colleges.

2. At the end of the 4th semester there will be a final viva voce for the project work conducted by the HOD with the committee consisting of HOD, Chair Person of BOS, the Guide and an External examiner nominated by the university.
Audit Course 1 & 2

1. English for Research Paper Writing
2. Disaster Management
3. Sanskrit for Technical Knowledge
4. Value Education
5. Constitution of India
6. Pedagogy Studies
7. Stress Management by Yoga
8. Personality Development through Life Enlightenment Skills.
Program Outcomes (POs) For Post Graduate (PG) Program M.Tech Instrumentation Engineering

The M.Tech Instrumentation Engineering graduates will be able

**PO1.** To independently carry out research/investigation and development work to solve practical problems.

**PO2.** To write and present a substantial technical reports/documents.

**PO3.** To demonstrate a degree of masterly over the area as per the specialization of the program. The masterly should be at a level higher than the requirements in the appropriate bachelor program.

**PO4.** To identify suitable sensors and transducers for real time applications.

**PO5.** To Acquire knowledge of Instrumentation Engineering with ability to evaluate, analyze and synthesize problems related to process oriented industries.

Programme Educational Objectives (PEOs) For Post Graduate (PG) Program M.Tech Instrumentation Engineering

The following Programme Educational Objectives are designed based on the department mission. The post-graduates of Instrumentation and Control Engineering should be able to:

**PEO1.** Extract knowledge through literature survey, experimentation, expertise in research methodology, technique and tools.

**PEO2.** Utilize, expertise in designing and analysing complex and real life problems that are technoeconomically and socially sustainable.

**PEO3.** Demonstrate professional ethics and commitment to organizational goals.

**PEO4.** Demonstrate Leadership and team work while working with diverse multi-disciplinary/interdisciplinary groups.

**PEO5.** Exhibit sustained learning and adaptation to modern engineering tools, techniques and practices through instruction, group activity and self-study.

Program Specific Outcomes (PSOs) For PG Program In Instrumentation and Control Engineering

**PSO1.** Apply knowledge to design, analyze and synthesize problems related to Instrumentation and Control Engineering.

**PSO2.** To evolve innovative solutions for real-time and industrial problems using skills, modern tools and recent technologies.
MTIE-1.1 Advanced Transducers and Measurement Technique

CEOs (Course Educational Objectives)

1. To understand about measurement systems and their classification
2. To understand about errors in measurement systems and calibration of measurement systems
3. To enable the students to select and design suitable instruments to meet the requirements of industrial applications and various transducers used for the measurement of various physical quantities
4. To understand about Various types of Sensors & Transducers and their working principle.
5. This course provides adequate knowledge of various instruments for measuring electrical quantities.
6. To understand basic laws governing the operation and working of instruments and their equivalent circuits used for the measurement of voltage, current, power, energy.

Transducer fundamentals, Classification of transducers, General transducer characteristics, Resistance- Capacitance, Inductance- reluctance- Piezoelectric Magnetostrictive- Hall effect-Photo electric type of transducers and their applications. Smart Transducers- Transducers for Bio-Medical applications- tactile sensors-MEMS and their applications.


REFERENCE BOOKS

COs (Course outcomes)
After completion of the course the students will be able to
1. Deep understanding in measurement systems including static and dynamic characteristics, type of errors, and error manipulation using statistical analysis.
2. Understand the concepts and principles of different types of transducers and their associated signal conditioning circuits
3. Design signal conditioning circuit
4. Understand the basic principles of multi-sensor data fusion and their associated techniques
5. Conduct research in measurement and sensor field to contribute in knowledge
CEOs (Course Educational Objectives):
1. To understand the basic Discrete time signals and system types, convolution sum, impulse and frequency response concepts.
2. To understand the realization of LTI systems and basic properties of these.
3. To understand the DFT and relation between DFT and other transforms. To understand convolution and its types.
4. To understand the FFT. Differences between DIT and DIF algorithms.
5. To understand the concept of Frequency selective filters.
6. To understand the concept of architecture of DSP processor.

Linear Shift Invariant Systems: Signals, systems and signal processing, discrete time signals, discrete time systems, analysis of linear time invariant systems, classification of discrete time systems, block diagram and signal flow graphs, structures for realization for IIR systems, structures for realization of FIR systems.

Discrete Fourier Transforms: Introduction, Circular shift and circular symmetries of a sequence, properties of DFT, linear convolution, circular convolution, performing linear convolution using DFT, sectioned convolution, Fast Fourier Transforms, Decimation – in time FFT, Decimation – in frequency FFT, computation of IDFT through FFT.

FIR Filters: LTI systems as frequency selective filters, FIR filters, characteristics of FIR filters with linear phase, frequency response of linear phase FIR filters, Design techniques for linear phase FIR filters, Fourier series method of FIR filter design, windows, FIR filter design using windows, Design of FIR filters by frequency sampling technique.

IIR Filters: Introduction, Impulse Invariant transformation, Bilinear Transformation, specifications of the low pass filter, design of low pass digital Butterworth filter, Design of IIR filters by frequency sampling technique.

Finite Word Length Effects in Digital Filters: Introduction, representation of numbers in Digital system, Types of arithmetic in digital systems, quantization by truncation and rounding, quantization of input data, quantization of filter coefficients, product quantization error, limit cycles in recursive systems.

Text Books

References
COs (Course outcomes):
After completion of the course the students will be able to
1. Explain digital signal, sampling, convolution
2. Explain Discrete Fourier transform in DIT and DIF
3. Explain programmable DSPs
MTIE-1.3  Elective I (A)  Advanced Process Control

CEOs (Course Educational Objectives)
1. To study and review of Process Control Principles.
2. To study basic Servo mechanisms and discrete state control systems.
3. To learn Process control block diagram and identification of elements.
4. To study about various evaluation-stability.
5. To learn about steady state regulation, transient regulation, evaluation criteria.
6. To study about Process control (P&I) drawings.

Review of systems: Review of first and higher order systems, closed and open loop response. Response to step, impulse and sinusoidal disturbances.

Design aspects: Process characteristics-process equation, process load, process lag, self-regulation; Control system parameters- Error, variable range, Control parameter range, control lag, dead time, cycling. Control valve types-linear, equal percentage and quick operating valves. Flow equation through valves-viscosity correction, rangeability, turn down, cavitation and flashing of valves, Design of valves.

Optimum controller settings: evaluation criteria-1/4 decay ratio, IAE, ISE,ITAE; Controller tuning and process identification--open loop and closed loop tuning methods--Ziegler-Nichols and Cohen –coon tuning methods.

Special control techniques: Advanced control techniques, cascade, ratio, feed forward, adaptive control, selective controls, smith predictor, internal model control.

Multivariable control – examples of distillation column and boiler control systems.

Intelligent control: Model based controllers- adaptive controller-model reference adaptive control-self tuning regulator -adaptive controllers-optimal control-predictive control


REFERENCE BOOKS
COs (Course outcomes)
After completion of the course the students will be able to
1. Describe control systems- process control principles.
2. Can use various Controller Principles.
4. Able to Explain various Multi loop control systems.
5. Categories various control elements.
6. Can explain Control valve characteristics and sizing.
7. Able to know the Implementation of Fuzzy and Neural networks.
MTIE-1.3 Elective I(B) Analytical Instrumentation

CEOs (Course Educational Objectives)
1. To study the electromagnetic radiation, the Beer Lambert law.
2. To study the concepts related to spectroscopy computerized NMR. Electro spin resonance spectrometer (ESR).
3. To study the X-ray absorption meters X-ray fluorescence spectrometers.
4. To Demonstrate the functions of chromatographic system.
5. To study Measuring circuits. electro-chemical cell.
6. To study Hydrogen gas analyzers-IR gas analyzers.
7. To study the ozone automated wet chemical analyzers water pollution monitoring.

Design, construction and application of UV, Visible and IR spectroscopy, X-ray absorption and fluorescence spectrometry- X-ray diffraction methods of analysis – energy dispersion analysis —


Water purity meter – Conductivity meters – Steam purity measurement – Dissolved oxygen meter using polarographic principle – Sodium analyzer – Silica analyzer.


REFERENCE BOOKS


COs (Course outcomes)
After completion of the course the students will be able to

1. Able to implement and Colorimeters & Spectrophotometers.
2. Able to describe Nuclear magnetic resonance spectrophotometer (NMR).
3. Able to describe Gas & liquid chromatographic systems.
5. Able to analyzeSystems working on thermal conductivity.
6. Able to analyzeindustrial gas analyzers.
7. Able to describe ozone automated wet chemical analyzers water pollution monitoring.
MTIE-1.3  Elective I (C)  Computer Control of Process

CEOs (Course Educational Objectives)
1. To study and review of current trends in computer control of process plants.
2. To study basics of automatic process control and basic building blocks.
3. To learn DDC Structure and algorithms.
4. To study about Distributed Digital Control systems and its architectures.
5. To study Personal Computers in real time environment.
6. To study Industrial control applications.

Introduction: objective of automation-basic functions- Historical developments of control systems-current trends in computer control of process plants-centralized-distributed and hierarchical control systems-intelligent control.

Supervisory control and data acquisition systems: -channel scanning-conversion to engineering units-Data Processing-Distributed SCADA system-Remote terminal UJIT-communication module- special software facilities


Distributed Digital Control: introduction-distributed vs. centralized-advantages of distributed control-Functional requirements of DCS-System architecture-distributed control sub systems-local field station-library of functions-continuous process displays-atch/sequence operating displays-process upset displays- communication options in distributed control systems-configuration- some popular distributed control systems.

Modeling and simulation for plant automation: definitions-need of modeling-uses- model building-model evaluation-applications and future perspectives

REFERENCE BOOKS
1. Krishna kant-Computer based industrial control, PHI
4. Patrinabis,D, Principles of process control.

COs (Course outcomes)
After completion of the course the students will be able to
1. Describe historical developments and current trends in computer control of process.
2. Explain about various controllers.
3. Describe various DDC algorithms.
4. Explain distributed process control systems.
5. Describe Personal Computers applications in real time environment.
6. Design Industrial control applications.
CEOs (Course Educational Objectives):
1. To introduce the fundamentals of bio electric potentials, resting and action potentials
2. To understand the anatomy of heart and physiological measurements of cardiovascular system
3. To understand anatomy of respiratory system and its diagnostic and therapeutic equipment
4. To provide the insight into the of nervous system and its physiological measurements
5. To understand the working of X Ray, CT scan and MRI Scanning equipment.
6. To know the shock hazards and electrical safety in hospitals.
7. To train the students to measure temperature and Oxygen saturation in blood


REFERENCE BOOKS

**Course Outcomes:** At the end of the course the students will be able to

1. Understand the physiology of Cardiovascular system, Respiratory system and Nervous system
2. Measure, detect and analyze the bio-electric potentials
3. Select and apply the appropriate medical instruments for measurement
4. Design medical devices for diagnosis and therapeutic applications
5. Analyze simple bio-sensing and transduction problems.
6. Apply safety standards and select disposal method and procedures for electrical diagnostic equipment
7. Learn to measure the Oxygen Saturation in blood
CEOs (Course Educational Objectives):
1. To introduce the fundamentals about the basic Instrumentation system and the units of measurement.
2. To equip the students with the design details of Conventional CRO and Special purpose CRO’s.
3. To explore the various signal generators, Wave analyzers, Spectrum analyzers and Q Meters.
4. To provide the insight into the design of AC and DC Electronic Volt Meters.
5. To understand the design aspects of various types of Digital Instruments
6. To familiarize the students about the overall design of Electronic Instruments


CATHODE RAY OSCILLOSCOPE: Block diagram vertical and horizontal amplifiers, sweep circuits delay line, dual trace oscilloscopes. Q-meters, vector – voltmeters, instruments for generating and analyzing wave forms, square wave, pulse, standard-signal, random noise and function generators wave analysers spectrum analysers, wave-meters.

DIGITAL INSTRUMENTS: Digital voltmeters, digital frequency meters, digital display method and units, digital read out oscilloscopes, data acquisition system.

REFERENCE BOOKS
1. Modern electronic instrumentation measurements techniques by Helfrick and cooper.
3. Electronic measurements and instrumentation by Rajendra Prasad.

Course Outcomes: At the end of the course the students will be able to
1. Compare and analyze the performance of Mechanical, Electrical and Electronic Instruments.
2. Apply the theoretical design aspects to develop Cathode Ray Oscilloscope
3. Obtain the knowledge on the different signal generators.
4. Analyze and compare the working of AC and DC voltmeters
5. Evaluate the performances of Digital Instruments.
6. Develop the Electronic Instruments by applying the theoretical concepts
CEOs (Course Educational Objectives):
1. To introduce the fundamentals of digital devices and discrete data handling.
2. To explain the functionality of various digital methods of measurements.
3. To understand the working of Digital display and recording devices.
4. To provide the insight on current trends in digital instrumentation.


Current trends in digital instrumentation: Introduction to special function add on cards – Resistance card – Input and output cards – Counter, test and time of card and digital equipment construction with modular designing; interfacing to microprocessor, micro controllers and computers - Computer aided software engineering tools (CASE) – Use of CASE tools in design and development of automated measuring systems – Interfacing IEEE cards – Intelligent and programmable instruments using computers.

REFERENCE BOOKS

Course Outcomes:
At the end of the course the students will be able to
1. Understand the various digital devices and discrete data handling methods.
2. Measure, detect and analyzed different digital methods of measurements.
3. Select and apply the appropriate digital display and recording instruments.
4. Analyze the current trends in digital instrumentation.
Meaning of research problem, Sources of research problem, Criteria Characteristics of a good research problem, Errors in selecting a research problem, Scope and objectives of research problem.

Approaches of investigation of solutions for research problem, data collection, analysis, interpretation, Necessary instrumentations

Effective literature studies approach, analysis
Plagiarism, Research ethics,

Effective technical writing, how to write report, Paper
Developing a Research Proposal, Format of research proposal, a presentation and assessment by a review committee

Procedure for grants of patents, Patenting under PCT.


New Developments in IPR: Administration of Patent System. New developments in IPR; IPR of Biological Systems, Computer Software etc.
Traditional knowledge Case Studies, IPR and IITs.

**REFERENCE BOOKS**

2. Wayne Goddard and Stuart Melville, “Research Methodology: An Introduction”
MTIE-1.6  Audit Course
MTIE-2.1 Microcontrollers and Embedded Systems

CEOs (Course Educational Objectives)
1. Differentiate between microprocessors and microcontrollers.
2. Explain the architecture of ARM processor with its instruction set.
3. Identify the applicability of the embedded system.
4. Comprehend the real time operating system used for the embedded system.


8051 Microcontroller family - architecture, parallel and serial I/O - instruction set – programming and hardware interfacing techniques.

8096 Microcontroller – CPU, RAM space, memory space, high speed input & outputs, analog inputs - serial I/O ports - parallel I/O ports and watch dog timer.

The concept of embedded systems design. Embedded microcontroller cores, embedded memories. Examples of embedded systems.

Technological aspects of embedded systems: interfacing between analog and digital blocks, signal conditioning, digital signal processing. Sub-system interfacing, interfacing with external systems, user interfacing.

Software aspects of embedded systems: real time programming languages and operating systems for embedded systems.

Texts/References
5. B.P. Singh , Microprocessors and Microcontrollers-Golgotia publications-2003

COs (Course outcomes)
After completion of the course the students will be able to
1. Describe the architectural features and instructions of ARM microcontroller.
2. Apply the knowledge gained for Programming ARM for different applications.
3. Interface external devices and I/O with ARM microcontroller.
4. Interpret the basic hardware components and their selection method based on the characteristics and attributes of an embedded system.
5. Develop the hardware /software co-design and firmware design approaches.
6. Demonstrate the need of real time operating system for embedded system applications.
MTIE-2.2 Virtual Instrumentation

CEOs (Course Educational Objectives)
1. To know the History of Instrumentation systems.
2. To understand software Environment.
3. To describe Virtual Instrumentation & sub–Virtual Instrumentation.
4. To know the Analog inputs, Analog outputs.
5. Describe input and output files.

Introduction to Virtual Instrumentation
History of Instrumentation systems, Evolution of Virtual Instrumentation, premature challenges, programming requirements, Drawbacks of recent approaches, conventional Virtual Instrumentation, Distributed Virtual Instrumentation, Virtual Instrumentation versus Traditional Instruments, Advantages.

Introduction to LabVIEW
Introduction, Advantages of LabVIEW, software Environment, Front panel, Block diagram, Data flow programming.

Programming Concepts of Virtual Instrumentation
VI & sub VI, loops, shift registers, feedback node, formula node, case and sequence structures, arrays, clusters.

Output Verification Tools
Waveform Graphs, Waveform charts, files I/O, local and global variables.

Data Acquisition
Introduction, transducers, Signals, Signal conditioning, DAQ Hardware configuration, DAQ Hardware, Analog inputs, Analog outputs, counters, Digital I/O, DAQ software architecture, DAQ assistant.

IMAQ Vision
Vision basics, Image processing and analysis, particle analysis, Machine vision, Machine vision hardware and software, building a complete Machine Vision system, Acquired and displaying images with NI-IMAQ driver software, Image processing tools and functions in IMAQ vision, Machine Vision applications.

Textbooks

References

COs (Course outcomes)
After completion of the course the students will be able to
1. Describe Virtual Instrumentation versus Traditional Instruments
2. Explain concept of LabVIEW.
3. Classify output verification Tools Waveform Graphs.
4. Appraise the DAQ Hardware configuration.
5. Explore output verification waveform charts.
CEOs (Course Educational Objectives)
1. To give an overview of the Industrial data communications systems.
2. To provide a fundamental understanding of common principles, various standards, protocols.
3. To provide insight into some of the new principles those are evolving for future industrial datanetworks.

Introduction: importance of communication in industry, hierarchy of factory automation, evolution of technology in control systems. Local area networks-network topologies-Metropolitan area networks-Wide area networks-Wireless networks


Physical layer options: Network topologies, interface standards, RS232, RS 422, RS 485, IEEE 488(GPIB): Talkers, Listeners and controllers, Connector and signal lines, Data bus, Handshake lines, Handshaking, Control bus, Data bus transfer timing, Physical connection, Electrical characteristics, IEEE 488.2, IEEE 488.2 control sequences and protocols, HS 488, Handshake, HS 488 data transfer flow control, System configuration effects on HS 488, HS 488 configuration messages.


Field bus and device networks: Introduction, The CIM pyramid, Field bus characteristics, Field bus configuration, Advantages of Field bus, Connecting Field bus to PLC and other devices, Connection with analog signals, Intelligent/ smart hybrid signals, pure digital communication, open system and interoperability, Field bus requirements, types of Field buses.

Foundation field bus: Architecture, Physical layer, wire media characteristics, communication, data link layer, Field bus media access control, Data Link Control, Objective oriented design, Application layer, System and Network management, Function block application process, field bus benefits.

REFERENCE BOOKS
2. Krishna kant-Computer based industrial control, PHI.
Course Outcomes:
After completing the course, the students will gain ability to
1. Ability to differentiate various types of industrial data network standards and the associated protocols based on their specifications and applications.
2. Ability to analyze the various characteristics of each layer of the protocol stack pertaining to different Industrial data network standards.
3. Ability to compare the performance of the standards and infer the advantages and drawbacks of each for a given industrial application.
4. Ability to select and use the most appropriate networking technologies and standards for a given application.
5. Ability to identify procedures for fault-free operations in the data communications links.
6. Ability to infer the requirements of an industry and select a wired or wireless solution for installing Industrial data network.
MTIE-2.3 Elective – III(B) Robotics and Automation

COURSE EDUCATIONAL OBJECTIVES:

1) To introduce the basics of Robotics their principles and their classification.
2) To understand the concept of Robot kinematics, dynamics, and their control.
3) To provide adequate knowledge in Robot programming languages and computers that control manufacturing automation.
4) To describe various automation techniques and methods in the design and selection of a Robot.
5) To familiarize the basics of machine vision and its applications in the field of Robotics.
6) To impart fundamental knowledge of the latest technologies in the area of Robotics and Automation.


Planning of manipulator trajectories: General consideration on trajectory planning – joint interpolation & Cartesian path trajectories.

Control of robot manipulators: PID control - Computed torque technique – Near minimum time control – Variable structure control – Non-linear decoupled feedback control – Resolved motion control and adaptive control.


REFERENCE BOOKS


LEARNING OUTCOMES:

1. Explain the Laws and history of robots.
2. Identify different sensors and transmission elements in robotic applications.
3. Describe the basic components of machine vision.
4. Comprehend the concept of three-dimensional transformation of matrices and manipulator dynamics.
5. Learn PLC programming using ladder logic for simple applications like pick and place.
6. Identify and analyze different case studies of robots in manufacturing and non-manufacturing applications.
7. Describe several considerations in selecting a Robot.
Course Educational Objectives:
1. To introduce the fundamentals about different types of energy sources.
2. To understand the different methods of power generation and performance parameters of power plants.
3. To explore the various controls in a thermal power plant.
4. To know the details of operations of thermal power plant.
5. To understand the basic operations of turbines and governors.
6. To train the students to work in Industries

Basics of power plant operation- major input variables, major control variables
Automation strategy: Distributed system structure, automatic boiler control, diagnostic function and protection.

Automatic boiler control- basic boiler operation- block diagram, ID,FD fans, Unit type boilers

Combustion controls; series-parallel operation, hardware schemes, optimizing control for airflow, loss-efficiency curves, oxygen/CO trimming control, comparison,

Drum level control: feed water control, drum level control, steam flow control, two-element control, and three-element control

Furnace pressure control, steam temperature control, super heater control, Advanced control aspects: Adaptive variable pressure control, combined plant control

Digital electrohydraulic governor: block diagram, basic functions, turbine speed control, valve actuation. Automatic startup systems- block diagram, steps in turbine speed control, thermal stress control.

Man-Machine interface: types of displays, Software system-online functions, graphic display, Application functions

Reference Books

2. Krishna Kant: Computer based industrial control, Prentice Hall India Pvt Ltd.
3. George Stephanopoulos: Chemical process control; Prentice Hall India Pvt Ltd.

Course Outcomes:
At the end of the course the students will be able to
1. Compare and analyze the performance of various power plants
2. Develop the control loops for any control actions in power plant
3. Obtain the detailed knowledge on the operations of thermal power plant
4. Design the control loops for turbine speed control
5. Apply the theoretical aspects of power plants to design the entire control system.
6. Install and commission the power plant
Course Educational Objectives:
1. To provide in depth knowledge in physical principles applied in sensing, measurement and a comprehensive understanding on how measurement systems are designed, calibrated, characterised, and analysed.
2. To introduce the students to sources and detectors of various semiconductor sensors and provide in-depth understanding of the principle of measurement, and theory of instruments and sensors.
3. An understanding of the principles of silicon sensors.
4. To give a fundamental knowledge on the basic laws and phenomena on which operation of Chemical and biomedical sensors.
5. To impart a reasonable level of competence in the design, construction, and execution of micro sensors.


Integrated Magnetic Sensors: Overview of magnetic field sensor Technology-AMR-GMR-SQUIDS-Optoelectronic MFS- Semiconductor magnetic effects-materials and figure of merit-Standard MFS technologies-limitations and applications.

Sensor Applications: Automotive Sensors-Environmental Sensors-Sensors for Medical Diagnosis and patient monitoring-Aerospace sensors.

REFERENCE BOOKS

Course Outcomes:
1. Explain the various principles employed in transducers.
2. Examine the methods of fabricating a sensor.
3. Apply knowledge in designing smart sensors.
4. Discuss the techniques of fabrication and application of MEMS.
5. Describe the various applications of smart sensors.
6. Discuss advanced sensing technology.
MTIE-2.4 Elective – IV(B) Piping and Instrumentation

Course Educational Objectives:
1. Identify the symbology used in P&IDs.
2. Explain P&ID symbol labeling, positioning and size as related to the physical control system.
3. Develop and utilize Process Flow Diagrams (PFDs) and Identify structured control concepts.
4. Describe, identify and discuss engineering flow diagrams, loop diagrams, logic diagrams and wiring diagrams.
5. Use a P&ID on a human machine interface (HMI) unit and be capable of navigating between the various screens.


P & I D objectives, guide rules, Symbols, Line numbering, Line schedule, P & I D development, typical stages of P & I D.

P & I D for rotating equipment and static pressure vessels, Process vessels, absorber, evaporator.

Control System for Heater, Heat exchangers, reactors, dryers, Distillation column, Expander.

Applications of P & I D in design stage - Construction stage - Commissioning stage - Operating stage - Revamping stage - Applications of P & I D in HAZOPS and Risk analysis.

REFERENCEBOOKS


Course Outcomes:

1. Explain the various symbols used in P&IDs.
2. Examine the methods of designing physical control system.
3. Apply knowledge in analysing the process flow diagrams.
4. Identify and Discuss the various engineering flow diagrams and wiring diagrams.
5. Integrate P&ID on a Human Machine Interface.
Course educational objectives:

1. To learn about the process of making steel from the raw materials.
2. To know the role of instrumentation in a steel industry.
3. To deal with the control operations carried out at various stages.
4. To know the role of various utilities.

Basics of steel production; mill zones: iron zone, steel zone, mill zone, utility zone

Automation strategy: different levels, input, output data.

Iron zone: supervisory control, direct digital control; instrumentation for raw material handling, coke oven, sinter plant, Blast furnace; input/output data, control architecture.

Steel zone: Automation for LD converters, continuous casting, soaking pit control, blooming mill controls.

Utility zone: instrumentation for Gas distribution, liquid fuel distribution, power generation, steam generation, compressed air generation.

Instrumentation for water management system. Pollution control and monitoring for steel plant environment.

REFERENCE BOOKS

2. Krishna Kant: Computer based industrial control, Prentice Hall India Pvt Ltd.
3. George Stephanopoulos: Chemical process control; Prentice Hall India Pvt Ltd.

COs (Course outcomes):

After completion of the course the students will be able to:

1. Describe various process in Iron and Steel industry.
2. Indicate the use of instruments in steel making and suggest suitable sensors for a typical measurement.
3. Develop control systems for the various operations in Steel Industries.
4. Evaluate the usefulness of Instrumentation in monitoring and control in the Steel industry.
MTIE-2.5 Audit Course
MTIE-3.1 Elective V (A)  Fiber Optics and Laser Instrumentation

**CEOs (Course Educational Objectives)**
1. To know the principles of light propagation theory.
2. To learn different types of fibers and their individual properties, characteristics.
3. To study about various fiber optic sensors.
4. To learn about various fiber optic communication systems.
5. To study about fundamentals of lasers and their types.
6. To study about applications of various lasers.

Principles of light propagation through fiber- Different types of fibers and their properties– transmission characteristics of optical fibers - absorption losses-scattering losses-dispersion. Fabrication of fiber components- Optical fiber as cylindrical waveguide, fiber-optic polarizer.

Fiber optic sensors – Fiber optic communication and instrument system – Advantages of optical communications – Different types of Modulators – Detectors – Fiber optic communication setup – Applications in instrumentation.Distributed fiber-optic sensors-OTDR and OFDR principles in temperature measurement.


Lasers for Analysis – Laser application in holographic microscopy – holographic interferometer and applications-Holography for non-destructive testing – Medical applications of lasers.

Industrial application of Lasers – Measurement of distance and length, velocity, acceleration, atmospheric effects, sonic boom, pollutants, Material processing, laser heating, melting, scribing, splicing, material removal, calculation of power requirement of laser for material processing.

**REFERENCE BOOKS**

**COs (Course outcomes)**
After completion of the course the students will be able to
1. Describe the properties and characteristics of optical fibers.
1. Estimate the losses due to attenuation, absorption, scattering.
2. Construct the various fiber optics communication systems.
3. Classify the various types of lasers and its properties.
4. Illustrate various laser applications with laser instruments for medical field.
5. Design systems for Industrial application of Lasers.
MTIE-3.1 Elective V(B)  Fuzzy Logic and Neural Networks and Control

CEOs (Course Educational Objectives)
1. To understand the basic concept of fuzzy sets, fuzzy logic & defuzzification.
2. To learn basics of Artificial Neural of theory and programming of Microprocessors.
3. To analyze various techniques in feedback and feed forward Neural Networks.
4. To understand the principle of competitive neural networks and Adaptive resonance theory.
5. To learn the architecture and algorithm of Cognitron, Neo cognitron. The concepts of fuzzy associative memory and fuzzy systems.


Fuzzy Logic Based Control: Fuzzy Controllers: Preliminaries Fuzzy sets in commercial products basic construction of fuzzy controller Analysis of static properties of fuzzy controller Analysis of dynamic properties of fuzzy controller simulation studies case studies fuzzy control for smart cars.


REFERENCE BOOKS

COs (Course outcomes)
After completion of the course the students will be able to
1. Identify and describe Fuzzy Logic and Artificial Neural Network techniques in building intelligent machines
2. Apply Artificial Neural Network & Fuzzy Logic models to handle uncertainty and solve engineering problems.
3. Recognize the feasibility of applying a Neuro-Fuzzy model for a particular problem
CEOs (Course Educational Objectives)
1. To understand the fundamental characteristics, terminologies, sensing and transduction principles of sensors and transducers used for environment monitoring.
2. Justify the use of an analytical instrument in monitoring and maintaining the quality of water and air for solving real world environmental problem.
3. Summarize and classify capabilities and limitations of analytical instruments.
4. Prepare a report on various cases of environmental parameters monitoring and control.
5. To work as an individual and as a team-member to design and implement analytical instrument using embedded systems.


Particles emitted in radioactive decay - nuclear radiation detectors - injection chamber - Geiger - Muller counter - proportional counter - scintillation counter - Semiconductor detectors.


Noise pollution measurement of sound, tolerable levels of sound. Measurement of sound level. Measurement techniques for soil pollution.

REFERENCE BOOKS

CO’s (Course Outcomes):
After completion of the course the students will be able to
1. Understand the fundamentals of environmental analysis.
2. Know role of sample preparation in environmental analysis.
3. Understand theory and techniques for their measurements of pollutants.
4. Demonstrate a broad and coherent knowledge and understanding of analytical chemistry and instrumental methods of analysis.
5. Use spectroscopic techniques to determine analyze various pollutants in environment.
MTIE-3.2  Open Elective    VLSI Design

CEO's (Course Educational Objectives)
1. To understand the concept of different IC technologies and analyse basic electrical properties of Bi-polar, MOS, CMOS, NMOS, PMOS, Bi-CMOS devices.
2. Analyse the concepts of alternate gate circuits, interconnect delays, fan-in and fan-out relationship.
3. Acquire knowledge of Semi-custom and full custom ASICS, standard cell design, PLA, PAL, Programmable gate Arrays-CPLD, FPGAs.
4. Outline the concepts and Methodologies for chip design using circuit design flow in VHDL synthesis, design verification tools, validation & testing techniques.
5. To understand the different types of VLSI packages and VLSI design rules.
6. To analyze the Electrical, Mechanical, Thermal design considerations of IC packages.

Introduction: Introduction to IC technology-MOS, PMOS, NMOS, CMOS, BiCMOS Technologies. Fabrication, Fabrication sequence - Oxidation, Lithography, Diffusion, Ion implantation, Metallization, Encapsulations. Basic Electrical Properties of MOS and BiCMOS circuits -I_d-V_d relationships, MOS transistor Threshold voltages, figure of merit, NMOS inverter, and CMOS inverter analysis and design-BiCMOS inverters.


Gate level Design: Logic gates and other complex gates, switching logic-alternate gate circuits-Basic circuit concepts-sheet resistance R_s and its concept to MOS- Area capacitance unit-calculations-δ delays- Driving large capacitance loads- Wiring capacitive loads- wiring capacitances- Fan-in and fan-out- choice of layers.

Semi-custom Integrated circuit Design: Design approach of semi-custom and Full-custom ASICS, Standard Cell design, Programmable Logic Array, Programmable Array Logic, programmable gate arrays- CPLDs, FPGAs - etc.


REFERENCE BOOKS


CO's (Course Outcomes):
After completion of the course the students will be able to
1. Understanding the characteristics of MOS, CMOS, NMOS, PMOS, Bi-CMOS devices and the comparison between different MOS technologies and processes.
2. Able to design CMOS combinational and sequential logic at the transistor level.
3. Design of different functional units using Programmable gate Arrays.
4. Getting the idea of VHDL synthesis, verification tools, validation & testing.
5. Identify the various VLSI packages and design rules.
6. Be able to complete a significant VLSI design project having a set of objective criteria and design constraints.
Audit Course

ENGLISH FOR RESEARCH PAPER WRITING

Planning and Preparation, Word Order, breaking up long sentences, Structuring Paragraphs and Sentences, Being Concise and Removing Redundancy, Avoiding Ambiguity and Vagueness.


Review of the Literature, Methods, Results, Discussion, Conclusions, The Final Check.

Key skills are needed when writing a Title, key skills are needed when writing an Abstract, key skills are needed when writing an Introduction, skills needed when writing a Review of the Literature.

Skills are needed when writing the Methods, skills needed when writing the Results, skills are needed when writing the Discussion, skills are needed when writing the Conclusions

Useful phrases, how to ensure paper is as good as it could possibly be the first-time submission

Reference Books

DISASTER MANAGEMENT

Introduction Disaster: Definition, Factors and Significance; Difference Between Hazard and Disaster; Natural and Manmade Disasters: Difference, Nature, Types and Magnitude.


Disaster Prone Areas in India Study of Seismic Zones; Areas Prone to Floods and Droughts, Landslides and Avalanches; Areas Prone to Cyclonic And Coastal Hazards With Special Reference To Tsunami; Post-Disaster Diseases And Epidemics.

Disaster Preparedness and Management Preparedness: Monitoring of Phenomena Triggering A Disaster Or Hazard; Evaluation Of Risk: Application Of Remote Sensing, Data From Meteorological And Other Agencies, Media Reports: Governmental And Community Preparedness.


Disaster Mitigation Meaning, Concept And Strategies Of Disaster Mitigation, Emerging Trends In Mitigation. Structural Mitigation And Non-Structural Mitigation, Programs Of Disaster Mitigation In India.

Reference Books

2. Sahni, Pardeep Et.Al. (Eds.),” Disaster Mitigation Experiences And Reflections”, Prentice Hall Of India, New Delhi.
• Alphabets in Sanskrit.
• Past/Present/Future Tense.
• Simple Sentences

• Order
• Introduction of roots
• Technical information about Sanskrit Literature

• Technical concepts of Engineering-Electrical, Mechanical, Architecture, Mathematics

Reference Books

1. “Abhyaspustakam” – Dr. Vishwas, Samskrita-Bharti Publication, New Delhi
2. “Teach Yourself Sanskrit” Prathama Deeksha-VempatiKutumbshastri, Rashtriya Sanskrit Sansthanam, New Delhi Publication
VALUE EDUCATION

- Values and self-development – Social values and individual attitudes. Work ethics, Indian vision of humanism.
- Value judgements

- Importance of cultivation of values.
- Patriotism. Love for nature, Discipline.

- Personality and Behavior Development - Soul and Scientific attitude. Positive Thinking. Integrity and discipline.
- Punctuality, Love and Kindness.
- Avoid fault Thinking.
- Free from anger, Dignity of labour.
- Universal brotherhood and religious tolerance.
- True friendship.
- Happiness Vs suffering, love for truth.
- Aware of self-destructive habits.
- Association and Cooperation.
- Doing best for saving nature.

- Character and Competence – Holy books vs Blind faith.
- Self-management and Good health.
- Science of reincarnation.
- Equality, Nonviolence, Humility, Role of Women.
- All religions and same message.
- Mind your Mind, Self-control.
- Honesty, Studying effectively.

Reference Books

CONSTITUTION OF INDIA

• History of Making of the Indian Constitution:
  • History
  • Drafting Committee, (Composition & Working)

• Philosophy of the Indian Constitution:
  • Preamble
  • Salient Features

• Contours of Constitutional Rights & Duties:
  • Fundamental Rights
  • Right to Equality
  • Right to Freedom
  • Right against Exploitation
  • Right to Freedom of Religion
  • Cultural and Educational Rights
  • Right to Constitutional Remedies
  • Directive Principles of State Policy
  • Fundamental Duties.

• Organs of Governance:
  • Parliament
  • Composition
  • Qualifications and Disqualifications
  • Powers and Functions
  • Executive
  • President
  • Governor
  • Council of Ministers
  • Judiciary, Appointment and Transfer of Judges, Qualifications
  • Powers and Functions

• Local Administration:
  • District’s Administration head: Role and Importance,
  • Municipalities: Introduction, Mayor and role of Elected Representative, CEO of Municipal Corporation.
  • Pachayati raj: Introduction, PRI: ZilaPanchayat.
  • Elected officials and their roles, CEO ZilaPanchayat: Position and role.
  • Block level: Organizational Hierarchy (Different departments),
  • Village level: Role of Elected and Appointed officials,
  • Importance of grass root democracy

• Election Commission:
  • Election Commission: Role and Functioning. Chief Election Commissioner and Election Commissioners.
  • State Election Commission: Role and Functioning.
Reference Books

1. The Constitution of India, 1950 (Bare Act), Government Publication.
PEDAGOGY STUDIES

- Introduction and Methodology:
  - Aims and rationale, Policy background, Conceptual framework and terminology.
  - Theories of learning, Curriculum, Teacher education.
  - Conceptual framework, Research questions.
  - Overview of methodology and Searching.

- Thematic overview: Pedagogical practices are being used by teachers in formal and informal classrooms in developing countries.
  - Curriculum, Teacher education.

- Evidence on the effectiveness of pedagogical practices.
  - Methodology for the in depth stage: quality assessment of included studies.
  - How can teacher education (curriculum and practicum) and the school curriculum and guidance materials best support effective pedagogy?
  - Theory of change.
  - Strength and nature of the body of evidence for effective pedagogical practices.
  - Pedagogic theory and pedagogical approaches.
  - Teachers’ attitudes and beliefs and Pedagogic strategies.

- Professional development: alignment with classroom practices and followup support.
  - Peer support.
  - Support from the head teacher and the community.
  - Curriculum and assessment.
  - Barriers to learning: limited resources and large class sizes.

- Research gaps and future directions.
  - Research design.
  - Contexts.
  - Pedagogy.
  - Teacher education.
  - Curriculum and assessment.
  - Dissemination and research impact.
Reference Books

STRESS MANAGEMENT BY YOGA

- Definitions of Eight parts of yog. (Ashtanga)

- Yam and Niyam.
  Do’s and Don’t’s in life.
  i) Ahinsa, satya, astheya, bramhacharya and aparigraha
  ii) Shaucha, santosh, tapa, swadhyay, ishwarpranidhan

- Asan and Pranayam
  i) Various yog poses and their benefits for mind & body
  ii) Regularization of breathing techniques and its effects-Types of pranayam

Reference Books

1. ‘Yogic Asanas for Group Tarining-Part-I’ : Janardan Swami Yogabhyasi Mandal, Nagpur
2. “Rajayoga or conquering the Internal Nature” by Swami Vivekananda, Advaita Ashrama (Publication Department), Kolkata
PERSONALITY DEVELOPMENT THROUGH LIFE ENLIGHTENMENT SKILLS

Neetisatakam-Holistic development of personality
- Verses 19,20,21,22 (wisdom)
- Verses 29,31,32 (pride & heroism)
- Verses 26,28,63,65 (virtue)
- Verses 52,53,59 (don’ts)
- Verses 71,73,75,78 (do’s)

- Approach to day to day work and duties.
- Shrimad BhagwadGeeta : Chapter 2-Verses 41, 47, 48,
- Chapter 3-Verses 13, 21, 27, 35, Chapter 6-Verses 5, 13, 17, 23, 35,
- Chapter 18-Verses 45, 46, 48.

- Statements of basic knowledge.
- Shrimad Bhagwad Geeta: Chapter2-Verses 56, 62, 68
- Chapter 12 -Verses 13, 14, 15, 16,17, 18
- Personality of Role model. Shrimad Bhagwad Geeta: Chapter2-Verses 17, Chapter 3- Verses 36,37,42,
- Chapter 4-Verses 18, 38,39
- Chapter18 – Verses 37,38,63

Reference Books

1. “Srimad Bhagavad Gita” by Swami SwarupanandaAdwaita Ashram (Publication Department), Kolkata
2. Bhartrihari’s Three Satakam (Niti-sringar-vairagya) by P.Gopinath,
3. Rashtriya Sanskrit Sansthanam, New Delhi.